SOFT-TOUCH SILICONE RUBBER THAT MOULDS AND SETS PERMANENTLY.
Sticks to Aluminium, Steel, Ceramics, Glass, Wood and some Fabrics + Plastics.

HACK THINGS BETTER. THAT'S OUR MOTTO. IT'S WHY SUGRU EXISTS. IT'S NOT ABOUT "MAKING-DO"; IT'S ABOUT TAKING CONTROL OF OUR STUFF; MODIFYING AND IMPROVING THE PRODUCTS WE OWN SO THAT THEY WORK BETTER FOR US. IT'S ECONOMICAL AND SUSTAINABLE, BUT MOST OF ALL, IT JUST MAKES SENSE.

HOW TO USE IT

1. Wash hands.
2. Open sachet.
3. Roll in fingers.
4. Apply and form.
5. Leave to cure.

PROPERTIES: Self adhesive sugru bonds to: aluminium, steel, ceramics, glass, wood and some fabrics + plastics. Form by hand – no tools needed. Cures at room temperature to a tough flexible silicone overnight. Waterproof and dishwasher proof when cured. Loves a bit of heat (or cold) sugru is resistant from -60°C to +180°C. UV resistant.

IMPORTANT: Ensure surfaces are clean, dry and free of dust + grease. After use, wash hands thoroughly with warm soapy water and a rag. May leave a mark on surfaces or stain fabrics. Cures 3mm deep in 24hrs, deeper pieces may take longer. Use at 21°C if possible. Cold will slow down cure time. Do not use sugru® to hang heavy objects. Keep out of reach of children. If necessary, sugru® can be removed by cutting off when cured. Do not sand. Recommendations and suggestions are for guidance only as conditions of use are beyond our control. Store in a cool dry place below 21°C. See individual sachets for best before date.

sugru® contains Methyltris(methylethylketoxime)silane; Gamma-Aminopropyl Triethoxysilane. May produce an allergic reaction. Persons known to be allergic to either of the above substances should avoid skin contact with the uncured product. We recommend the use of gloves for those with sensitive skin. In case of contact with eyes, rinse with plenty of water and seek medical advice. If swallowed, seek medical advice and show this pack. For further advice contact FormFormForm Limited.

&FORMEROL®

Invented by Jane.
Made in the UK.

Sugru®, hack things better™ and FORMEROL® are trademarks of FormFormForm Ltd